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Rapid-scan pump–probe spectroscopy with
high time and wave-number resolution:

optical-Kerr-effect measurements of neat liquids
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A system for the rapid-scan (RS) acquisition of time-resolved nonlinear spectroscopic signals, capable of
femtosecond resolution over a range of tens of picoseconds, is presented. Operationally, the system is based
on a magnetically driven, commercially available velocity transducer that continuously scans a probe delay
line relative to a fixed delay line while data are recorded on the fly and in real time. A simple calibration
and data time-scale linearization are carried out and tested on optical-heterodyne-detected optical-Kerr-effect
measurements. These results are compared with data acquired with a detection system that is based on a
stepped delay-line lock-in amplifier. It is found that the RS system is favorable in several areas of signal
acquisition, including signal-to-noise ratio, acquisition time, spectral resolution in the Fourier-transformed
data, and immunity to artifacts such as baseline distortions.
1. INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopies have, in recent
years, been implemented in the time-resolved study of
vibrational1 – 4 and optical5 – 9 dephasing and chemical
reaction dynamics.4,10 – 12 These experimental advances
have come about as a result of ever-shorter pulse
durations (,6 fs),13 increasingly stable pulse sources
(colliding-pulse mode-locking,14 Ti:sapphire15 – 17), and en-
hanced signal detection methods.18 – 21 In many cases the
chemical process being studied requires measurements on
a range of time scales from femtoseconds to picoseconds
or longer. One such example is time-dependent fluo-
rescence studies of molecular solvation in which inertial
solvent responses occur within 0.5 ps while Debye relax-
ation can occur even on 100-ps time scales.22

Time-resolved optical pump–probe measurements em-
ploying high-repetition-rate lasers systems are com-
monly carried out with a data-acquisition method that
is based on a lock-in amplifier (LIA). Signal detection
could involve pump beam modulation (i.e., chopping) and
point-by-point signal processing through a LIA, which is
referenced to the chopper frequency and phase. In this
method the optical path length for a probe pulse is stepped
relative to a fixed pump pulse path length to measure
a pump-induced modulation of the probe beam. The
temporal waveform reflecting the material response to
excitation is formed in a point-by-point fashion by mea-
surement of the induced modulation at a series of de-
lay times. Whereas this method is clearly effective for
many measurements,1,2,5 – 7,16,19 including photoacoustic
and thermal lens spectroscopies,23,24 it does have several
inherent drawbacks.

The several potential shortcomings of LIA or boxcar
(i.e., gated integrator) detection methods include (1) base-
band detection and 1yf noise, (2) the time required for
data acquisition, and (3) modulation of the laser fluence
directed toward the sample. First, aside from the details
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of particular noise sources in lasers (i.e., water cooling,
microphonics, thermal fluctuations, plasma oscillations,
etc.), noise in experimental measurements tends to scale
as 1yf .25 The LIA is not totally effective for filtering
low-frequency noise even with a small bandpass setting
because establishing the transient waveform requires ac-
quisition of many data points. Slow thermal fluctuations
and low-frequency drifts of the laser intensity will intro-
duce artifacts into the signal because these drifts may
be significant over the several-minute time scale of each
measurement. Therefore time consuming repetitive av-
eraging of the waveform must be performed to remove
these types of noise.

Second, obtaining a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for
each data point requires a reasonably long time constant,
tRC, on the LIA. Furthermore, to ensure that the ex-
ponential response of the filter has adequate time to re-
spond to the signal one must wait a delay of 4tRC before
recording each new data point. Thus, for a 100-ms time
constant, yielding a 10-Hz bandwidth, 0.4 s is required
between measurements of successive data points. Add
to this enough time for any vibrations, or ringing, of the
scanned mounts to stop, time for recording and averaging
multiple samples at a single point, and time to transfer
the data to the PC; each delay time step requires approxi-
mately 1 s of acquisition time. For a scan of the order of
1000 data points, the total scan time is approximately
20 min. Moreover, to obtain a better SNR from a LIA
one must either narrow the bandpass by increasing the
time constant or average multiple scans together and, ei-
ther way, increase the acquisition time.

Third, LIA detection of a pump–probe signal or
application in other nonlinear spectroscopies requires
chopping the pump pulse while detecting the induced
modulation of the probe. Excitation beam chopping can
result in periodic heating and cooling in thermally sensi-
tive systems. Unless this thermal response is the goal
of the measurement, it could introduce artifacts into the
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signal. In some cases this may be an even more signif-
icant limitation of LIA detection than the inherent long
measurement time. For example, thermal fluctuations
are especially problematic in measurements in which the
optical pump is directed into the tunneling junction of
a scanning tunneling microscope.26 It has been found
that the scanning tunneling microscope’s tunneling cur-
rent is significantly coupled to and modulated by heating
and expansion of the tunneling tip induced by chopped
optical excitation of surface plasmons in the tunneling
junction.

One approach to dealing with these shortcomings in the
case of high-repetition-rate laser systems is a rapid-scan
(RS) experimental configuration to acquire data quickly
and with steady-state illumination.27 The concept be-
hind the RS data-acquisition method is to continuously
scan a probe delay line relative to a fixed delay line
and record data on the fly and in real time. Arithmetic
signal averaging is used to yield a good SNR in the
recorded waveform. The concept of a RS is not a new
one28; however, the method has been employed only for
nonlinear spectroscopic measurements in a limited num-
ber of experiments.20,29,30 – 32 Further, apart from that
of Ralph and Grischkowsky,31 no RS study with four
decades of time resolution, i.e., tens of picoseconds with
sub-10-fs time-step resolution, has been presented to our
knowledge. This may be due in part to the limited com-
mercial availability of RS systems and data-acquisition
hardware,33 especially in comparison with the overabun-
dance of stepper motor scanners and LIA’s.

In this paper we present a complete RS experimental
system and data-acquisition hardware based on commer-
cially available equipment for pump–probe nonlinear-
optical measurements with sub-10-fs time-step resolution
over tens of picoseconds. This apparatus is capable of ac-
quiring pump–probe signals faster than the LIA method,
with superior SNR, steady-state illumination, and in-
creased spectral resolution (in the Fourier-transformed
data) as well as having several other benefits. The RS
system and the data-acquisition method are described
in Section 2 along with the laser system and the op-
tical arrangement used to perform a series of time-
resolved measurements. Signal averaging as well as
time-scale calibration and linearization results are given
in Section 3. Additionally, to illustrate the effectiveness
of the RS method, optical-heterodyne-detected optical-
Kerr-effect (OHD-OKE) measurements of several simple
liquids taken with this RS apparatus are presented and
compared with measurements taken with a LIA data-
acquisition method.34 A discussion of the results, includ-
ing, some limitations of the RS system and improvements
currently being implemented, is given in Section 4. A
summary of the method and an overview of future experi-
mental applications are presented in Section 5. Finally,
a Jones matrix analysis of the OHD-OKE local oscillator
and probe fields is given in Appendix A.

2. EXPERIMENT

A. Laser System and Optical Arrangement
The laser system, the RS delay line, the OHD-OKE experi-
mental scheme, and the signal detection/processing elec-
tronics are shown in Fig. 1. The laser system consists
of a cw argon-ion laser (Coherent Innova 310) pumping a
home-built four-mirror Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser with an X-fold cavity configuration. Intracavity
fused-silica prisms and a short Ti:sapphire crystal (4 mm)
allow for routine generation of 25-fs duration pulses. A
10% output coupler enables pulse energies of 6–7 nJ to be
obtained at a 76-MHz repetition rate. Extracavity fused-
silica prisms allow for compensation of the quadratic
residual chirp from the laser and for precompensation
for dispersion in the subsequent experimental optics in-
cluding wave plates, beam splitters, lenses, and sample
cell. The pump–probe setup employs a precision hollow
corner cube (PLX, ,5-mrad deviation in parallelism) at-
tached to the velocity transducer that is used to provide
the continuous RS of the optical probe pulse delay relative
to the fixed pump pulse delay. An externally mounted
linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) monitors
the position of the velocity transducer and is used as a
scope trigger. Operationally, the weak probe pulse was
derived from the Ti:sapphire pulse train by the use of a
surface reflection from an uncoated fused-silica substrate;
the remainder of the pulse serves as the intense pump
beam. The time delay of the probe beam with respect to
the pump was controlled by the continuously moving ve-
locity transducer, typically operating at 20 Hz with 3-mm
total displacement. The total probe pulse delay, in the
configuration used with a retroreflector following the ve-
locity transducer, was proportional to four times the dis-
placement of the corner cube, that is, 40-ps total delay.

The OHD-OKE measurements were performed in a
standard Kerr effect geometry.35 The probe beam was
passed through a pair of crossed Glan–Taylor polarizers
(Karl Lambrecht) that have an extinction ratio of better
than 105. The pump, which was polarized 45 deg with
respect to the probe, and probe pulses were focused to a
common spot in the sample and recollimated afterward.
The probe pulse then passed through the analyzer, as
noted above, which was oriented 90 deg with respect to
the polarizer. The maximum extinction was limited by
the static birefringence of the sample cell; this was po-
sitioned to minimize both the probe leakage through the
analyzer and scattered pump light from reaching the de-
tector. A py2 local oscillator field for optical heterodyne
detection was derived by a small rotation of a quarter-
wave plate located in the probe beam (see Appendix A).
To maintain a large signal-to-background ratio and limit

Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental configuration. Home-built
Ti:sapphire laser: Pr’s, intracavity prisms; H.R., high reflector;
O.C., output coupler; Pr1, Pr2, extracavity prisms; BS, beam
splitter; C.C., corner cube; P1–P3, Glan-Taylor polarizers;
L1, L2, 50-mm achromatic lenses; A, aperture. The inset
with arrows indicates the polarization conditions for the OKE
measurements.
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probe noise, small rotations were used to yield a local
oscillator field greater than the signal field but of the
same order of magnitude.27 The time-dependent pump-
induced birefringence was measured by detection of the
product of the signal and local oscillator fields with a
red-enhanced photon detector, i.e., a photomultiplier tube
(PMT; Hamamatsu, R928). The PMT output was di-
rected into a digital oscilloscope (Tektronics, TDS-420),
which was triggered on the rising edge of the external
LVDT signal.

We obtained the transient birefringence response of
each simple liquid, including chloroform, acetonitrile, car-
bon tetrachloride, mesitylene, alkanes, and alcohols, by
taking the difference of two scans with local oscillator
fields of equal amplitudes but with opposite phases (i.e.,
6py2).4,36 These measurements were analyzed for their
linearity, time-scale calibration, SNR, and, through a de-
convolved Fourier transformation (see Subsection 3.C be-
low), spectral resolution and peak locations. The RS
OHD-OKE results were compared with OHD-OKE mea-
surements taken with the same experimental apparatus
but with a stepped delay line and LIA detection in place of
the RS velocity transducer and digital oscilloscope. The
lock-in amplifier used for these reference experiments was
an all-digital dual-phase instrument (Stanford Research,
SR830) that has SNR characteristics superior to those of
analog versions.37 A more comprehensive discussion of
the home-built Ti:sapphire laser and the OHD-OKE mea-
surement can be found in Ref. 34.

B. Rapid-Scan Apparatus
The RS apparatus is based on a magnetically driven ve-
locity transducer and control unit (Ranger Scientific, VT-
900A-X, EC-900) designed for use in Mössbauer spec-
troscopy. The unit, a schematic of which is seen in
Fig. 2, is programmable to provide scan frequencies from
1 to 100 Hz with displacements up to 610 mm with a
constant-velocity waveform. For the double-pass opti-
cal geometry described above this yields time delays of
up to 260 ps. In addition to the internally generated
waveform, any external waveform, from a function gen-
erator, for example, may be supplied to drive the unit.
A built-in position sensor provides continuous position
measurements that are internally digitized with 10-bit
resolution and could provide an independent position ref-
erence signal. In addition to the built-in position sensor,
a precision LVDT (Lucas-Schaevitz, DC-E125) was added
externally to the end of the velocity transducer shaft to
provide continuous analog position measurements over
ranges up to 6 mm. The analog output of the LVDT can
then be digitized with resolution greater than that ob-
tained from the internal position sensor.

Data were acquired on a digital oscilloscope capable of
100 MSys sampling rates and up to 15-bit vertical reso-
lution, depending on acquisition mode. For single-scan
acquisition, data were recorded in the oscilloscope’s “Hi
Res” mode, where resolution enhancement owing to over-
sampling yields 15-bit resolution. For a repetitive sig-
nal the oscilloscope’s averaging mode was used with 8-bit
digitizing resolution. The LVDT signal was used both
as the scope trigger and as the position data. The posi-
tion (x) and the signal (y) data were recorded simultane-
ously. The digital scope was usually set to acquire 5000
data points (although 15,000 or more could be acquired)
in a mode where it continuously averaged pump–probe
transient waveforms as fast as they were generated, typi-
cally 20 Hz. After some period of averaging on the scope,
typically 10–500 waveform acquisitions, the data were
transferred to a PC where they were stored and averaged
together with subsequent waveforms from the digital os-
cilloscope. Total acquisition time for this process was a
function of only the scan rate and the number of scans av-
eraged together. Operating at 20 Hz, the scope could av-
erage together more than 5,000 scans of 5,000 data points
to yield an excellent SNR in approximately 5 min.

3. RESULTS

A. Signal Averaging and Data Point Spacing
The effect of signal averaging on SNR is demonstrated in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), which show the measured instrument
response function, i.e., autocorrelation, from a single scan
and from 1000 averaged scans, respectively. The SNR
of the averaged signal is improved more than 15-fold over
that from a single scan. This is noteworthy because only
1 min was required to produce the 1000-scan averaged
result. Similar improvements in the SNR of OHD-OKE
measurements were found with the RS signal acquisition
and averaging technique.

Although the LVDT output provided a direct position,
and hence an optical time delay, measurement for each
signal data point, small accelerations and decelerations
of the velocity transducer resulted in these data points’
being nonequally spaced in delay time. This is not a
problem if one is interested only in the analysis of the
time-domain data, as with the measurement of an au-
tocorrelation to determine the system’s time resolution,
because the LVDT-derived time scale accurately rep-
resents the points in an x–y format. However, some
signal analysis techniques, such as those based on the
fast-Fourier-transform algorithm, require the data points
to be equally spaced in time. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show
the raw time–domain OHD-OKE data measured for car-
bon tetrachloride (CCl4) and the imaginary part of its
deconvoluted Fourier transform, respectively. Sharp
features are expected in the Fourier spectra based on Ra-
man spectral data for the 216- and 314-cm–1 modes34,38;
the uncorrected data, however, yield oscillatory patterns.
These oscillatory features are artifacts that are indica-
tive of a nonlinear time base with unequal point spacing.

Fig. 2. Schematic of Ranger Scientific VT-900A-X velocity
transducer and corner cube: 1, electrical connector; 2, electro-
dynamic drive coil; 3, corner cube; 4, drive shaft suspension; 5,
permanent drive magnets; 6, magnetic ring gaps; 7, magnetic
cores; 8, internal power amplifier; 9, custom position sensor
mechanism space inside a grounded shield; 10, nonmagnetic
composite shaft; 11, grounded shield, for position sensor space;
12, sensor magnet; 13, position sensor coil.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Normalized RS autocorrelations. (a) Single scan, (b)
1000 scans averaged in 1 min.

Thus the measured signal requires some processing before
it is entirely useful for a more comprehensive analysis. A
reliable method, detailed below, was devised to calibrate
the time scale and linearize the data point spacing.

B. Calibration and Linearization
The following method was employed to calibrate the time
scale of the RS system. First, the instrument response
function, or pump–probe autocorrelation, was determined
from the optical Kerr response of a 1-mm fused-silica
window. This autocorrelation provided a measure of the
time response of the Ti:sapphire pump–probe experi-
mental apparatus. Second, a precision stepper motor
translation stage (Melles-Griot, Nanomover, 50-nm step
resolution) that was part of the fixed delay line was
stepped and the peak position (i.e., channel) of an av-
erage of 25 RS autocorrelations was recorded while the
velocity transducer was scanned at 20 Hz with 3-mm
total displacement. The effect of stepping the transla-
tion stage was to shift the signal or autocorrelation and
its corresponding data channels with an independently
known change in delay time. This method yielded accu-
rate delay-time values for each of the scope’s data chan-
nels that were based on the stepper motor translation
stage’s position. The calibration was performed so that
the entire data-acquisition range of the scope would be
scanned over 1000 data points [see Fig. 5(a)]. Although
to a first approximation the calibration shows the ve-
locity transducer’s motion to be linear, it can be seen
that the point-to-point spacing varies by 60.2 fs, or 64%
[see Fig. 5(b)]. Consequently, signals taken with this RS
method must be corrected to account for the fact that the
recorded data points are not equally spaced in time.

This correction is accomplished quite easily by fitting a
third-order polynomial to the calibration data and inter-
polating delay time values for all 5000 data-acquisition
channels. A linear time base is also created from the
minimum delay time to the maximum delay time in 5000
equally spaced points, step size 4.8 fs. Comparison of
the calibration time curve with the linear time base once
again shows the nonlinearity of the velocity transducer
[see Fig. 5(c)]. A cubic spline was performed on the cali-
bration curve data and the signal; then signal values for
each of the 5000 delay-time data points were mapped by
interpolation onto the equally spaced points’ time axis,
which yielded a signal with data points equally spaced in
time. Fourier analysis could be carried out on the result-
ing data without any further correction.

C. RS versus LIA Detection: OHD-OKE Measurements
We tested the quality of the data obtained by the RS sys-
tem by performing OHD-OKE measurements of several
neat liquids, including CCl4 and 1,3,5 trimethylbenzene
(mesitylene). The optical Kerr effect is a transient bire-
fringence, i.e., a polarization-dependent refractive index,
induced by an intense optical pulse passing through a
material.21,39 Vibrational frequencies and time scales of
vibrational dephasing as well as molecular reorientation

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Raw CCl4 OHD-OKE data. (a) Time domain, (b) imagi-
nary deconvolved Fourier spectra.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Time-axis calibration and linearization. (a) Calibra-
tion of scope data channel (x) versus Nanomover delay time
(y). (b) Point-to-point deviations in step size spacing, scope
channels (x) versus time difference (y, left) and percent deviation
from mean (y, right). (c) Point-to-point differences between
calibration curve and constructed linear time base (y) versus
scope data channel (x).

time scales can be determined from OKE measurements,
as the signal exhibits sinusoidal modulations with fre-
quencies corresponding to the Raman active modes that
are accessible within the bandwidth of the optical excita-
tion pulse. The dynamics, initiated by impulsive excita-
tion by the pump pulse, can be monitored directly by the
change of the polarization state of the time-delayed probe
pulse. OHD is performed by addition of a local oscillator
field of known phase to the signal field and measurement
of the product or interference of the two on the detector.
This approach serves to linearize the signal detection [i.e.,
x s3dstd versus jx s3dstdj2] and enhances the SNR by applying
a controlled amplitude local oscillator.

A comparison of the OHD-OKE data obtained by RS
and by LIA detection is shown in Fig. 6. The time–axis-
corrected RS and the LIA OHD-OKE data for CCl4 are
plotted together, showing quite clearly that RS has the
better SNR. Quantitatively, the RS SNR is more than
an order of magnitude better than the LIA-detected re-
sults. This is particularly noteworthy because the very
high SNR RS OHD-OKE data were acquired in 5 min.
The waveform resulted from 5000 averaged scans taken
at a 20-Hz repetition rate with 3-mm displacement (yield-
ing as much as 40-ps total delay time) of which a 25-ps
range was recorded. By contrast, the 1000 data points
of the LIA measurements, which cover only a 4-ps range,
required approximately 20 min to acquire. The two mea-
surements were obtained within 1 h of each other with the
same laser system and identical local oscillator levels.

An additional benefit of the longer time scale and the
greater number of points in the RS waveform is the
increased spectral resolution obtained in the Fourier-
transformed CCl4 data. A comparison of the imaginary
parts of the deconvolved Fourier spectra obtained from RS
and LIA data is shown in Fig. 7. The deconvolution nec-

Fig. 6. CCl4 OHD-OKE time-domain data: linearized RS and
stepper motor translation-stage–lock-in-amplifier waveforms.
The inset shows the full time-axis data recorded over 24 ps.
The stepper motor translation-stage–LIA waveform is offset by
20.05 unit.

Fig. 7. Imaginary deconvolved Fourier spectra of CCl4:
linearized RS (lower trace) and stepper motor translation-
stage–lock-in-amplifier (upper trace with dots) waveforms.
Each dot is a single data point.
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Fig. 8. Normalized autocorrelations: RS, 1000 averaged (con-
nected points), stepper motor translation-stage–lock-in amplifier
(solid curve).

essary to account for the finite duration of the laser pulses
was carried out as in Ref. 34. Briefly, one removes the
instrument response by dividing the Fourier transform of
the OHD-OKE time-domain data by the Fourier trans-
form of the pump–probe autocorrelation. The RS auto-
correlation used for the deconvolution is shown in Fig. 8
along with the analogous LIA measurement. The spec-
tra again clearly show that RS data acquisition yields a
superior SNR. Figure 8 shows that the RS instrument
response function is, however, broader than that mea-
sured with the LIA. An explanation for the cause of this
broadening is discussed below in Subsection 3.D.

The plots of the imaginary parts of the deconvolved
Fourier spectra, which are equivalent to the frequency-
domain depolarized Raman spectrum,39 clearly demon-
strate the enhanced spectral resolution of the RS data; the
RS data points are spaced by 1.5 cm–1, compared with the
LIA data points, which are spaced by 9 cm–1. Compari-
son of the wave-number values of the spectral peaks with
the frequencies in the CCl4 Raman spectrum38 shows that
the RS data are accurate and that the calibrated experi-
mental time scale is reliable. Further, the RS spectrum
also establishes that the data points are linearly spaced.
This is indicated by the lack of satellite features follow-
ing each spectral peak. These additional features were
present in the raw data shown in Fig. 4(b), indicating that
the points were not equally spaced in time. These arti-
facts are eliminated through proper calibration and lin-
earization of the time axis by the approach described in
Subsection 3.B.

Figure 9(a) shows the RS OHD-OKE data for mesityl-
ene. Again, the excellent SNR and the large time range
obtainable with the RS apparatus are clearly illustrated
in the OHD-OKE time-domain signal. Further, the ac-
curacy of the intramolecular vibrational mode frequen-
cies, the symmetrical shape of the spectral peaks in the
imaginary part of the deconvolved Fourier spectrum in
Fig. 9(b), and excellent agreement with the cw Raman
data30 demonstrate the correctness of the time-scale cali-
bration. The imaginary part of the deconvolved Fourier
spectrum shows a lack of recurrences following each peak,
indicating that the OHD-OKE signal has been properly
linearized. Most importantly, a comparison of the RS
OHD-OKE imaginary Fourier spectrum with one acquired
with a LIA system shows that the RS method achieves sig-
nificant enhancements in resolution. First, the spectral
peaks at 228 and 276 cm–1 are poorly defined in the LIA
data, which have only four or five points for each peak.
Further, the correct value of these peaks is not accurately
determined because of the low spectral resolution of the
LIA method. On the other hand, the RS data have six
times the spectral resolution and are able to determine ac-
curately the correct value of these spectral features. A
second and even more significant advantage of the RS
system compared with the LIA method is its ability to re-
solve very low-frequency features in the Fourier spectra.
This is illustrated clearly in Fig. 9(b) in the region below
20 cm–1 where the RS data resolve a sharp feature that
is completely missing in the LIA results.

D. Scan-to-Scan Jitter
One limitation of the RS apparatus was an inherent
scan-to-scan jitter, which was found to range up to 67
channels, or, with 4.8 fs per channel, to 634 fs, as de-
termined by the drift of the peak position in the fem-
tosecond transient. A histogram of this jitter is shown
in Fig. 10. The consequence of this jitter is that the time
resolution of the averaged signal is blurred and becomes
less than the resolution of each individual scan when
successive scans are continuously averaged on the digital
oscilloscope. This effect, i.e., loss of time resolution, is
illustrated by a comparison of the autocorrelations shown
in Fig. 8. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. OHD-OKE data for mesitylene. (a) RS time domain
waveform. (b) Imaginary deconvolved Fourier spectra, RS (solid
curve), stepper motor translation-stage–lock-in amplifier (con-
nected points).
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Fig. 10. Histogram of scan-to-scan jitter. Each data channel
corresponds to 4.7 fs.

the LIA response function is 42 fs, whereas that of the
RS response function is 54 fs. The difference between
these two response functions can be attributed to the con-
volution of the 42-fs FWHM LIA response function with
a 34-fs FWHM Gaussian broadening function, which is
the measured variance that is due to scan-to-scan jitter.
This convolution yields a 54–fs FWHM response func-
tion, which corresponds exactly to the RS autocorrelation
FWHM.

4. DISCUSSION

A. Signal Averaging
The RS system presented in this paper is an efficient
and effective method for the acquisition of pump–probe
transients with femtosecond resolution over large time
ranges up to 260 ps. As presented in Fig. 3, the ability
of the system to improve the SNR of a measurement
through continuous high-speed signal averaging by more
than an order of magnitude compared with slow stepping
methods is quite dramatic. Further, the effectiveness of
noise reduction through signal averaging is limited only
by the memory capabilities of the digitizer,40 and one can
extend them even further by storing several sets of data
and averaging them together at a later time.

B. Calibration and Linearization
The calibration and linearization of the RS system’s ex-
perimental time scale are carried out through a simple
and reliable procedure that accounts for nonlinearities in
the velocity transducer’s motion. This procedure makes
it possible to analyze data more thoroughly and to ex-
tract more information than is possible in the time do-
main alone. The accuracy of the system’s calibration and
linearization is well demonstrated by the position and
shape of the sharp spectral features in the Fourier spectra
shown in Figs. 7 and 9(b). The high quality and accuracy
of the calibration and linearization in these corrected data
are especially evident from a comparison with the Fourier
spectra of raw data, shown in Fig. 4(b), which have sev-
eral satellites after each peak.

This calibration and linearization procedure, which de-
termines the delay time of the RS measurement based
on the relative position of the Nanomover stage, can also
be carried out with other equipment. For example, a
lower-quality and less expensive stepper delay line could
certainly be used for this purpose. Alternatively, an air-
spaced étalon placed in the pump–beam path could be
used to generate a train of equally spaced pulses suitable
for the purpose of calibration.

C. RS versus LIA Detection: OHD-OKE Measurements
A comparison of the RS system with other, more com-
mon methods of time-resolved optical pump–probe mea-
surements is quite favorable. Specifically, a comparison
of OHD-OKE measurements taken with the RS system
with those acquired with a lock-in amplifier based system
highlights several of the important features, abilities, and
potential applications of the RS equipment.

In general, the RS data-acquisition method is prefer-
able to the LIA method because it is less susceptible to
artifacts arising from multiple sources. First, the RS
data-acquisition method is superior because it provides
better immunity to slow thermal fluctuations and low-
frequency drifts of the laser intensity. One obtains im-
munity in RS data acquisition by measuring the entire
transient signal at a rate faster than the thermal fluc-
tuations and laser drifts. This is important for reliable
signal acquisition because slow drifts, which may be sig-
nificant over the several-minute time scale of LIA signal
acquisition, can introduce artifacts into the data. Sec-
ond, RS signal acquisition does not require modulation of
the laser fluence directed toward the sample and thus can
reduce the presence of thermal artifacts in the signal that
arise from the periodic heating and cooling of the sample.

One of the most important advantages of the RS com-
pared with LIA system is an improved SNR. With the
RS an order-of-magnitude improvement in SNR can be
achieved in one fourth of the acquisition time. This is
clearly evident in the time-domain signals presented in
this paper and is particularly significant for weakly ab-
sorbing systems or small amplitude features. Further,
these results are consistent with the predictions of Moon
for the large-signal limit where pump fluctuations are the
dominant noise source.27 Also, as noted above, the only
limit on SNR improvement in RS is the memory capabi-
lities (resolution and depth) of the digitizer.

An additional and significant advantage of the RS data-
acquisition and -averaging method is the ability to acquire
a waveform over a 40-ps time without sacrificing time-
step spacing. This is important for the study of long-
lived (picosecond) processes, which have dynamics that
occur on a femtosecond time scale. Further, increasing
the time range allows for enhanced sensitivity to low-
frequency features. Compared with the LIA method, the
RS is particularly favorable for analysis of low-frequency
responses because signal averaging reduces noise in all
frequency ranges whereas a lock-in amplifier, with its in-
herent baseband detection method, is much less effective
at removing low-frequency noise.

As demonstrated by the data shown in Figs. 7 and
9(b), the sixfold enhancement in spectral resolution in
the RS is particularly important for analysis of vibra-
tional linewidths and low-frequency features. This en-
hancement in spectral resolution is directly related to the
extended scan range of the RS measurement, whereas
the high time resolution and small point spacing are
necessary for accurate determination of high-frequency
features. In the case of the OHD-OKE measurements
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presented here the extended scan range, which yields
the spectral enhancement, is necessary because, as
shown in Fig. 6, the impulsively induced intramolec-
ular vibrational and orientational motions persist for
times longer than a few picoseconds. Furthermore, ro-
tational diffusion responses that decay with time con-
stants of several picoseconds require measurement over
three (or more) decades (base e) to establish these de-
cay times accurately. The benefit of longer-time mea-
surement while high time resolution and small data
point time spacing are maintained is clearly seen in
the Fourier-transform data in Fig. 9(b) for mesitylene.
The RS data make possible accurate characterization
of the solvent susceptibility, and hence of the solvent
spectral density, which is important in simulating chro-
mophore optical dephasing and solvation in the same
medium.9 Specifically, the high-frequency response
(50–1000 cm–1) is important in simulating photon echo
responses,41 whereas the low-frequency region is also im-
portant in simulating spectral diffusion and solvation.21,42

Clearly these responses are also of importance in affect-
ing chemical reaction dynamics,43 and RS allows for their
accurate and well-resolved characterization.

Finally, RS provides the aforementioned advantages
over LIA detection in one fourth of the acquisition time
and without modulation of the laser fluence directed to-
ward the sample. In addition to the obvious advantage
of simply reducing the acquisition time, faster data ac-
quisition makes RS suitable and favorable for the study
of weakly absorbing samples or in systems in which only
small-amplitude nonlinear polarizations can be induced
by the laser pulses.

D. Jitter
The origin of the scan-to-scan jitter noted above is likely
due to several sources, some of which are unique to the
RS equipment whereas others are due to equipment com-
mon to both RS and LIA methods. Those factors that are
common to both methods will introduce jitter into LIA
measurements as well. However, for the LIA method
there is no simple way to differentiate between scan jit-
ter and other fluctuations of the signal. Consequently it
is difficult to minimize these effects because one cannot
clearly identify or analyze them. Nevertheless, thermal
fluctuations in the lab environment seem to be the most
significant common cause of jitter for the RS and LIA
methods. The consequence of thermal fluctuations is
that mirror mounts and stages move slightly as they
change temperature. Motions as small as micrometers
or less would introduce a measurable jitter into the sig-
nal, as light travels 1 mm in 3.33 fs. We tested the
significance of thermal fluctuations by intentionally heat-
ing and cooling the laboratory while measuring the peak
position of the autocorrelation response. Thermal drifts
were found to induce significant and reproducible shifts of
the autocorrelation’s peak data channel. This problem is
minimized in our laboratory by tight (,1 ±C) temperature
regulation. However, this still may be a contributing fac-
tor in the overall scan jitter.

With regard to the equipment specific to the RS method,
there seem to be two sources of jitter. First, nonuniform
motions, such as bending and shaking, of the velocity
transducer or the corner-cube mount will introduce jitter.
The calibration and linearization are based on averaged
signals and are also subject to the same jitter present
in the pump–probe measurements. These nonunifor-
mities contribute to uncertainty in the calibration and
linearization process described above (i.e., yielding a
variance about the polynomial mean curve) but are not
eliminated. Second, the LVDT signal used as a scope
trigger is also a source of signal jitter for two reasons:
First, the manufacture’s stated stability of the LVDT
(0.125% full scale) corresponds to approximately four or
five scope channels, whereas the oscilloscope’s digitiz-
ing resolution for the trigger signal corresponds to less
than one channel, i.e., ,4 fs, of jitter per sweep. Second,
there is some high-frequency noise present in the LVDT
position output signal that affects the time at which the
scope is triggered.

E. Improvements
Currently we are in the process of improving the RS
system to eliminate the need for signal linearization, to
limit further the magnitude of scan-to-scan jitter, and to
continue to enhance the already excellent SNR. We are
proceeding toward these goals in three important ways.

First, the velocity transducer is being upgraded to a
new model (VT-1200, Ranger Scientific) with a custom
controller interface. This unit operates with an inter-
nal laser interferometer to provide continuous velocity
feedback to maintain optimum linearity (,100 parts in
106) and stability. Additionally, a stable scope trigger
derived from the interferometrically measured transducer
displacement can be used in place of the external LVDT
signal. This unit is expected to make the linearization
process unnecessary and will minimize the scan jitter cur-
rently arising from the velocity transducer and the LVDT
trigger.

A second upgrade currently in progress is the adap-
tation of a portion of the transient signal to serve as the
source for a scope trigger. This improved trigger is based
on the principles of a constant-fraction discriminator for
immunity to intensity fluctuations on the signal. Trig-
gering the digital scope from the actual transient wave-
form will cause the recorded waveform to be self-triggered,
thereby minimizing or eliminating the jitter.

A third upgrade will increase the SRN and the dy-
namic range of the RS measurements. This will be ac-
complished by digitizing the signal from a second detec-
tor that monitors the dc level of the probe. This monitor
will also record the laser noise that is not discriminated
against by RS data acquisition but is eventually averaged
out. By matching the dc signal amplitudes of the two de-
tectors, continuous dc subtraction can be carried out for
a pump–probe configuration through differential ampli-
fication of the detector outputs. Alternatively, both de-
tector signals can be recorded in separate scope channels
and subtracted on a scan-by-scan basis. In either case
the result will be further noise reduction and increased
dynamic range of the oscilloscope by the elimination of a
large dc offset. Furthermore, for experiments performed
in an optical scattering geometry where there is no large
dc probe background this subtraction will not be neces-
sary. In any case, compensation for laser intensity fluc-
tuations can yield improvements in SNR and dynamic
range.20,27
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5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE
APPLICATIONS

We have presented a new apparatus, based on commer-
cially available equipment, for RS data acquisition in non-
linear spectroscopic experiments. Methods to account
for nonequal point spacing and small scan nonlinearities
were discussed. The results of OHD-OKE measurements
in CCl4 and mesitylene showed that RS data acquisi-
tion obtained 10-fold SNR improvements for six-times-
longer scan ranges with five times as many data points in
one fourth of the time required in a LIA detection scheme.
The spectroscopic quality of the data is considerably en-
hanced as well; much more accurate line-shape analysis
is possible with reduced baseline distortions from slow
experimental drifts. Several improvements that are be-
ing implemented on the RS apparatus were discussed.
These should significantly reduce the present nonlin-
earity 10-fold to the few-femtosecond level over tens-of-
picoseconds scans. Furthermore, probe beam modula-
tions of 10–6 versus dc level should be detectable.

The apparatus is currently being used for pump–probe
spectroscopic measurements on weakly absorbing
samples including dissociative and charge-transfer com-
pounds. Experiments performed in a transient grating
geometry, including resonant photon echo measurements9

and nonresonant scattering studies,34 are being modified
to incorporate this RS acquisition capability. Our efforts
toward developing new time-resolved scanned probe
microscopies will also benefit from this approach.44 Ob-
viously, many other spectroscopies will benefit from the
application of this reliable and commercially available
RS data-acquisition scheme.

APPENDIX A. JONES MATRIX
ANALYSIS OF PROBE FIELD AND LOCAL
OSCILLATOR FIELD POLARIZATIONS
IN OKE EXPERIMENTS

An OKE measurement probes the third-order polarizabil-
ity tensor, x1212.34,35 The first and second electric field
interactions are with the horizontal polarization and the
vertical polarization components of the pump field, respec-
tively. The third interaction is with the horizontal polar-
ization component of probe field, which has a dominant
projection on the horizontal axis for all small rotations
of the optical components. The fourth tensor component
is the vertically polarized signal field, which is generated
with the same phase as the horizontal component of the
probe field. Pump-induced transient dichroism and bire-
fringence can be measured by OHD with a local oscillator
field that is in phase (dichroism) or py2 out of phase, i.e.,
in quadrature (birefringence) with respect to the signal
field and hence to the horizontal component of the probe
field. Thus a comparison of the relative phases of the
horizontal polarization component of the probe field and
the vertical polarization component of the local oscillator
can be used to identify the type of OHD signal that can
be measured. This comparison of relative phases can be
made through a Jones matrix analysis as follows45:

General form of Jones matrix analysis with an incident
probe field initially polarized horizontally:
Eprobe  fquarter-wave plateg finput polarizerg fincident probe fieldg
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Condition 1: Crossed polarizers; the fast axis of the
quarter-wave plate is parallel to input polarizer trans-
mission axis su  0, f  py2, r  0d. Result:
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In this configuration no local oscillator is generated, and
optical heterodyne detection is not possible.

Condition 2: Analyzer polarizer rotated to an arbi-
trary angle su  0, f, r  0d. Result:
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The vertical polarization component of the local oscillator
is in phase with respect to the horizontal polarization
component of the probe field. The response measured is
dichroism.

Condition 3: Input polarizer rotated to an arbitrary
angle su, f  py2, r  0d. Result:
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The local oscillator is in quadrature, i.e., py2 out of phase,
with respect to the horizontal component of the probe
field. The response measured is birefringence.

Condition 4a: Crossed polarizers; the fast axis of the
quarter-wave plate is rotated to an arbitrary angle su 
0, f  py2, rd. Result:
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The horizontal polarization component of the probe field
has components that are both in phase (dichroic) and
py2 out of phase (birefringent) with those of the local
oscillator. The relative amplitude of these components
is a function of the rotation angle r.

Condition 4b: Crossed polarizers; the fast axis of the
quarter-wave plate is rotated to a small angle su  0, f 
py2, jrj , 5±d. Result:
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The horizontal polarization component of the probe field
has two approximately equal components, one in phase
(dichroic) and one py2 out of phase (birefringent) with
respect to the local oscillator.

Rotation of the quarter-wave plate (Condition 4) was
chosen over rotation of the input polarizer (Condition 3)
for experimental practicality. Rotation of the wave plate
was more easily achieved in our configuration, and ro-
tation of the much thicker polarizer would have been
more likely to cause misalignment of the probe beam as
a function of rotation angle. Thus, because the OHD-
OKE signals reported here require subtracting two wave-
forms with local oscillators of opposite sign, misalignment
would lead to distorted waveforms. Further, this proce-
dure, i.e., a local oscillator produced by rotation of the
quarter-wave plate, is valid because for far off-resonant
OKE measurements the dichroic response is very small
and the OHD signal measured is due to birefringence.46
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